JACKIE ROBINSON "JACKIER"
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER | SAGE ~ MAVEN | MEDIA MENTOR

WHO IS JACKIER
My story could have ended in a tragedy. But my mama didn’t raise me like that!
Life teaches us valuable lessons, and it’s left up to us to “figure it out!”
Sometimes it takes years to learn from our mistakes.

That is why I live my life in

10-year increments: 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, and 60 and beyond; taking positive
vibes from family and friends into the next ten years.

It was the only way I could

survive and grow. A housing project kid was not supposed to make it! But I am a
living testimony of strict training, self-education, self-love, determination, and
ancestral spirits that will not allow me to give up.

Homelessness to Greatness

- After losing everything and becoming homeless

at the age of 62, I finally landed a dream job as the Communications Director
for a private golf and country club using all the marketing and technology skills I
had learned since 1988. After careful personal and financial planning and goalsetting I retired with full benefits at age 66. Now, I am ready to share my story
and help others!
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My Mission and Goal

ABOUT
HOT AND
MOBILE

With over 33 years of industry experience, as an entrepreneur, speaker, writer, tech
guru, blogger/vlogger, software and app trainer, internet marketeer, graphic
designer, website developer, newspaper editor, podcaster, sage and maven, I have
heard your stories and, I am driven by the spirit within to share with you my own
story.

My mission

as JackieR | Hot and Mobile – Technology for Out and About is to

convince you that your environment does not negate your gifts. No matter who you
are, or where you come from, I want you to trust me to inspire you to be the best
you.

My goal

is to show you how to use the ever-changing world of digital technology,

be it mobile devices or apps, to nurture your desire within to succeed, and to be
“Hot and Mobile”!Jacqueline Robinson Lawson

Because we’re what? Hot and Mobile!

Speaker Audience
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
The desire to take control of your life gets
stronger and stronger with time! You can
feel it, trying to get out!

You have dreams

and goals, but there are also those fears!
Jacqueline has an amazing story to tell.
"From the housing projects to Madrid,
Spain" is a tragedy to triumph story of
tackling her fears! Never a disappointment,
she shares her ways of using time to move
forward to that level so many need help in
reaching successfully.
Let's Get Busy and be "Hot and Mobile"!

Blog Audience
ARE YOU HOTANDMOBILE? BLOG
Our audience includes people like you!
We curate life experiences while traveling the world
and finding people who are looking for ways to
simplify their lives with their smartphones and mobile
devices. As the Media Mentor, my blog caters to men,
women, small business owners, seniors, retirees,
expats and boomers, showcasing mobile technology
useful while "Out and About"!

ELSEWHERE

SOCIAL MEDIA STATS

Jacqueline "JackieR" Robinson

33,000+ Monthly Web Pageviews

www.hotandmobile.com
jackier@hotandmobile.com

23,406+ Unique Pageviews
1,245 Mail List Subscribers

Twitter: @hotandmobile

625 Twitter Followers

Facebook Page: /wiseboomerchics

1,042 Facebook Followers

Instagram: @hotandmobile

175 Instagram Followers

Pinterest: @jackierhotandmobile

3K Pinterest Monthly Views

